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About This Content

Last Word is an adventure in pontification, a gallop into the realm of gossip, and a really cool game. It's a conversation piece
about conversation that can be enjoyed to the last drop, like a fine red wine (unless you prefer white).

Experience the intriguing and ear-defying original soundtrack to Last Word. It blends piano, strings, horns, and marvelous-ness.
The eerie tones and continuous themes add to the world of St. Lauden in a special way that will have you chattering all night

long!

All tracks are composed by Lannie "Merlandese" Neely III and brilliantly mixed/mastered by Fernando "Ferdk" Carabajal.

01. Pleasant Pleasantries 03:26
02. Remarkable Remarks 01:14

03. Chapters -or- The Text Between Incidents 00:09
04. HOSPITALITY 02:53

05. Pontification 01:50
06. Rendered Speechless (Loss) 01:18

07. Key Topic 00:02
08. The Mouth Opens Wide 00:06
09. The Professor's Lecture 01:27

10. HOSTILITY 02:25
11. Expatiation 01:46

12. Fourth Appeal (Victory) 01:18
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13. Fabled History 02:12
14. FUTILITY 02:52

15. Change of Color 01:15
16. IMMUNITY 02:20
17. Pupal Pupil 01:48

18. Blather Latherers 01:48
19. FINALITY 02:37
20. Dissertation 02:41

21. In Conclusion 03:32
22. Salutations [BONUS] 03:48

23. Narrative Trailer (Last Word) 00:54
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Niplheim's It's a funny game. It's some time since I played an eroge as fun as this one. (I hope the next games of this developer
are so funny as it). Dumb, Da Dumb dumb....Dumb. This game is definitely much better than the previous one, however, it is
not without flaws. It has nice graphs and the gameplay is nice and relaxing, the solitaire system appears to be reasonable - not
too easy, not too hard. However, the game suffers from two really annoying problems:

- It is artificially long - you basically achieve everything halfway through the game and then just pointlessly keep on clicking
just to finish it
- It is HORRIBLY bugged - the game crashes this way or the other more or less every few levels and has serious background
display issues (there are no errors with the game rules themselves though)

This is a game for which a "don't know" button should exist, but taking into account the progress that the game authors have
made from the previous game in this series, I think it deserves a recommend.. Funny, good length, not too difficult and good
music.
Really enjoyable for a quick game :poopsmile:. Fun little game!
Definately worth picking up on release,
currently rather bad FPS problems and the flight controls are very, very irritating at times (I'd prefer something along the lines
of warthunder) ; The dialogs on the ground are rather slow too but other than that, good game.. Great arcade racing game with
beautiful graphics. Really great and nice experience. Seems like a real museum. Visuals are clean and ambiant sounds well
chosen. More exhibits would be fine. One point: maybe too much brightness which is inconvenient when looking at Mona Lisa
and other canvas.
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Overall, for £9.99 Spectrum Retreat served it's purpose. It had just enough story and just enough puzzle to keep me going to the
end. Though, the frustrations with the end did make it a close call as to whether I would make it to the final scene. Had this been
priced higher I would have a harder time justifying the spend. But, if you want something that at least makes a decent attempt at
a Portal/Talos Principle, without some of the absolutely monstrous puzzles they could throw at you, then it might want a look.
Though, looking for anything more than a casual challenge and this will not scratch that itch.. An AAA on-rails shooter with an
enjoyable story and solid voice acting, gameplay, and graphics. It manages to be engaging in spite of being on-rails by virtue of
all of the above and the fact that the core gameplay is surprisingly refined for what it is.

It's not particularly deep but it is enjoyable and would probably shine at a VRcade with a hydraulic chair/haptic vest. My only
real gripe with it is that there doesn't seem to be a way to change the graphical settings (supersampling would be fantastic)..
Wanted to have this to add to the Pac-Man collection but for some reason the background sound is really loud in comparison to
the rest of the sounds in the game. Ms pac man jitters when going up the screen too. Rather disappointed but the gameplay
seems to be sufficient that it's ok with the sound turned down. Not sure I want to keep even with it on sale.. Just Now Started
This One. Ze Operator Spake: If GOD Be With You, Who Can Be Against You? Is It Not That GOD Es TOTALLY With You
When You Are Born Again? Yea, For Ye Be ONE Of His.. This game is obviously amazing, simple and has remastered the
classic flash game like a tiger, from alpha to beta to now,
this game will might be awarded.

Pros:
-Fun for a party game
-Powerful Map editor
-Using scripts to take advantage in map in the servers
-Campaigns telling a story about a science-fiction dystopian north america

Cons:
-Challenges are just 2D bullet hells
-Chainsaws makes them stop movin

8.9/10. It's quite a fun tower defense game, with a few shortcomings. The visuals are nice while the music is just about OK.
Difficulty is very front-loaded on each level - if you manage to get through the first two waves with a decent insfrastructure (ie.
protected key points, 2-4 money generating towers), then the remaining waves are way too easy. The entire game is very easy -
until you start the second campaign, which is more challenging even with all the upgrades in place. So it's fine, eventually.
My only serious gripe is unit diversity - cannon towers and money towers are way more efficient than anything else.
Even so, I can recommend this game.
. Awasome (y)
Sangat berguna sekali, menghilangkan rasa gabut\/boring saat mengetik\/mengerjakan tugas ataupun yg lainnya, meskipun
sedikit berisik juga si xD. Mendukung Steam Workshop dan Banyak variannya disana, dan bisa buat sendiri sesuai dengan
keinginan ^_^. I'm sorry i no speak english in this describe ^_^. Why did I buy this?
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